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Executive summary
The draft Master Plan for the Royal Botanic
Garden and Domain was placed on public
exhibition from 6 April to 31 May 2014. During
this time, the community and stakeholders were
invited to provide their feedback on the draft
Master Plan using a variety of methods.
Development of the draft Master Plan followed
initial community and stakeholder consultation
undertaken between 31 May and 14 July 2013.
The report examines the consultation process
overall and makes recommendations to assist with
consultation around the release of the final Master
Plan – anticipated to take place in 2015.
The Royal Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust has
engaged with stakeholders and visitors on an
ongoing basis over the past 10 years. This has
provided a significant body of base information on
issues and aspirations and the need to develop a
long term plan to guide and coordinate
improvements over the next 20 years.
A detailed Communications and Engagement
Strategy was prepared to support the process of
seeking stakeholder input to development of the
Master Plan.
The Master Plan Stakeholder Engagement
Strategy was devised to occur over two distinct
phases. The initial phase was aimed at identifying
stakeholder needs and issues to inform the
development of concepts to be considered within
the Master Plan. The second stage sought to
support the process of seeking community and
stakeholder views throughout the exhibition of the
draft Master Plan.
The initial phase of the engagement program in
2013 appeared to be well targeted and
considered. It gathered very constructive input
from a wide range of stakeholders.
The development of the draft Master Plan
occurred at time of great change for the Royal
Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust with the
appointment of a new Executive Director and the
amalgamation with Centennial Parklands.
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These changes altered the timeline for the project
and at times the delays complicated the process
of engaging and communicating consistently with
stakeholders.
When the draft Master plan was released for
comment it attracted significant media coverage.
While some of this coverage was intense and
critical, some was more balanced.
The bulk of the negative commentary was
focused on a few projects within the Master Plan
and did not focus on the plan in its entirety. It did
however set the tone for a significant proportion
of the comment (particularly survey based
feedback) received during the exhibition period,
which similarly focused on:
» projects – such as the Domain Hotel, Mrs
Macquaries Chair facilities and the Domain
sound shell
» issues – such as commercialisation and loss of
open space.
It is noteworthy that only 15 per cent of people
completing the survey during the 2014 exhibition
period also participated in the earlier 2013
consultation survey. Also close to 14 per cent of
survey respondents acknowledged they had not
read the Master Plan or related supporting
material.
Interestingly, feedback varied quite significantly
depending on the method by which it was
submitted. While the survey responses tended to
focus on support of or opposition to specific
projects, free form submissions provided a much
wider range of feedback. Many including some of
the Trust’s key stakeholders such as (Removed)
expressed support for the key directions within
the Master Plan and qualified support or requests
for greater detail regarding some of the individual
projects.
The drop-in sessions at Lion Gate Lodge worked
well as they enabled anyone with an interest in
the Master Plan (and the Garden and Domain
generally) to view the draft Master Plan and speak
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with a project team member. This allowed visitors
to understand more about the Master Plan and its
purpose before they provided their feedback.
The Master Plan team is presently considering the
comments arising from public exhibition as they
commence the process of finalising the document.
Based on a review of the engagement process
and outcomes, a number of suggestions for future
engagement activities on the Royal Botanic
Garden and Domain Master Plan are outlined
below for consideration by the Trust.
1. Provide a short communique on the feedback
received and process for finalisation of the
Master Plan. A number of survey respondents
indicated they would like to be kept informed
about the progress of the Master Plan.
Consider email updates plus a notification
when the final is released.
2. Continue to liaise closely with the Minister for
the Environment and Heritage while finalising
the document and in the process leading up
to its release.
3. In the final Master Plan document, provide a
greater articulation of the functional rationale
for the various initiatives i.e. improved
management of visitor or user impacts etc.
4. Ensure the final document highlights the
conceptual nature of projects and that much
more detailed planning and consultation will
need to occur prior to them being
implemented.
5. Engaging with some key stakeholders around
emerging ideas, prior to presenting the final
Master Plan.
6. Target additional groups for inclusion such as:
> sporting groups who utilise the Domain

(including lunch time users)
> resident groups from the CBD,

Woolloomooloo, Darlinghurst, Potts Point
and East Sydney.

7. Feedback obtained through the engagement
process provides good guidance on the issues
and needs relating to the draft Master Plan.
However, further consideration should be
given to providing meaningful feedback on
how the eventual Master Plan relates to ‘what
we heard’ in the early phase of the
engagement and the needs and issues
identified by the expert team. These issues
are well understood by staff, volunteers and
friends, but need to be more broadly
communicated and understood if a solid case
for change is to be established. The link
between stakeholder feedback and the
initiatives in the Master Plan could be more
strongly articulated to demonstrate why the
Master Plan team has taken particular
directions.
8. Consider ongoing project specific
consultations. This may include holding a
series of urban design forums to discuss the
issues around each of the proposals for: the
Domain Hotel, Mrs Macquarie’s Chair facilities
and the Domain sound shell. These forums
could be led by a panel of architects and
designers, supported by walk and talk tours to
view the actual areas where these projects
are proposed.
The Master Plan will act as a blueprint for the
Garden and Domain, setting a direction over the
next 20 years. The individual projects contained
within it will be activated over time when the
opportunity and funding allows. Decisions about
which of the projects in the draft Master Plan will
be implemented have not been finalised.
Each project will be subject to detailed planning
before being implemented. In the interim it is
suggested that the initiatives that are strongly
supported among the community and
stakeholders, such as improved wayfinding and
themed gardens, be prioritised to ensure the
Garden and Domain continue to provide enjoyable
visitor experiences.

1
1.1

Introduction
Overview and
purpose

This community consultation report documents
community and stakeholder feedback on the draft
Royal Botanic Garden and Domain Master Plan
(the draft Master Plan) received by the Royal
Botanic Gardens and Domain Trust as part of the
engagement process held in 2014.
In reporting of feedback obtained through the
engagement process to date, this document
acknowledges that the consultation process was
complicated by quite intense media
commentary as well as some misinformation
and misunderstandings regarding the actual
nature of concepts proposed within the draft
Master Plan.
Some very narrow media coverage highlighting a
few projects may be seen to have skewed public
perceptions about the objectives and content of
the draft Master Plan. This was further
complicated by the difficulty many community
stakeholders have in readily distinguishing
between the Domain and the Royal Botanic
Garden.
In order to elevate the analysis beyond the raw
data, close consideration has also been given to
how the media strategy and communications
and engagement strategy may have
influenced people’s feedback, their perceptions of
the draft Master Plan and, importantly, their trust
in the Master Plan process. Whether or not the
tools used to capture feedback – most
importantly, the survey – influenced stakeholder
participation and the quality of feedback is also
considered.

The purpose of this report is to:
» analyse and present community and
stakeholder feedback
» provide guidance to the Trust in refining the
Master Plan
» support the process of reflecting on the
engagement process undertaken to date and
managing future engagement.
It should be noted that the launch of the draft
Master Plan and related consultation process took
place at a time of considerable organisational
change within the Royal Botanic Gardens and
Domain Trust – including the appointment of
Executive Director Kim Ellis and its amalgamation
with the Centennial Park and Moore Park Trust.

1.2

In this report

This report contains information as follows:
» The outcomes of the engagement activities
undertaken in stage two (communications and
engagement around the draft Master Plan) are
discussed in Section 2 Engagement
outcomes.
» Media coverage relating to the draft Master
Plan and related analysis of feedback obtained
during the engagement process is discussed in
Section 3 Media coverage.
» Section 4 Review of engagement
program outlines the stage one (engagement
prior to release of the draft Master Plan) and
two activities, related analysis, and
considerations for future engagement.
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2

Engagement outcomes

Community feedback on the draft Master Plan for the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain was obtained through:
» An online information pack, animated fly through and survey
» Drop in sessions including a staffed display in the Lion Gate Lodge
» Submissions to the Trust
» Stakeholder workshops and presentations.

2.1

Online survey

The online survey was hosted on the www.haveyoursay.nsw.gov.au website from 6 April to 31 May
2014. The profile of survey respondents and results of the online survey are presented here.

2.1.1

Question 3

What age bracket do you fit into?
(n=685)
1.9%

Respondent profile

A total of 685 people took part in the online survey. As shown below:

15.9%

» The majority of survey respondents (65 per cent) were aged 46 years or over. In 2011, the median
age of Sydney residents was 36 and around 39.3 per cent of the population was aged 45 or over.
» Just under one in five respondents (19.7 per cent) was a member of Foundation and Friends or a
volunteer.

34.0%

10 - 20
21 - 35

» Just over one in ten (12 per cent) had completed the 2013 consultation survey, however most (88
per cent) had not.

17.1%

» More than three quarters (78.5 per cent) had viewed the Master Plan fly through animation,
however one in five (21.5 per cent) had not.

» Almost three quarters (72.3 per cent) wished to receive further information about the Master Plan.
This provides a strong base for any further communications.
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46 - 60
Over 60

» Almost nine out of ten (86.5 per cent) had visited the project website or exhibition at Lion Gate
Lodge, however the remainder had not.
» Around half (51.8 per cent) visited the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain at least once a month,
with the remainder visiting at least once a year.

36 - 45

31.1%

Question 4

Question 6

Are you a member of Foundation and Friends or are
you a volunteer at the Royal Botanic Garden and
Domain?
(n=685)

Have you viewed the Master Plan fly through
animation’?
(n=685)

No
21.5%

Yes
19.7%

Yes
78.5%

No
80.3%

Question 5

Question 7

Did you complete the Master Plan community
consultation Survey in 2013?
(n=685)

Yes
12.0%

No
88.0%

Have you read the website information about the
Master Plan or visited the exhibition at Lion Gate
Lodge?
(n=685)

No
13.9%

Yes
86.1%
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Question 8

Approximately how often do you visit the Botanic
Garden and Domain?
(n=685)
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%

39.5%

15%
10%

20.6%
15.9%

5%

14.3%
9.6%

0%
Multiple times
each week

Once each week Once each month

Multiple times
each year

Once each year

Question 15

Do you wish to receive further information about
the Master Plan?
(n=549)

No
27.7%
Yes
72.3%
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2.1.2

Survey results

Overview
Survey respondents expressed a mix of views in relation to the various proposals for the Royal Botanic
Garden and Domain. Overall, the majority expressed concern about the draft Master Plan and just over
one in three was supportive of the draft Master Plan. Much concern focused on the perceived loss of
public open space and commercialisation of the Garden and Domain. However, many of the proposals
for the Garden and the Domain attracted a positive response – as shown in responses to questions 10a
and 11a.

Question 9
Approximately 36 per cent of respondents were excited or satisfied with the draft Master Plan and 58
per cent were concerned. Another 6.5 per cent described their response to the Master Plan as neutral.

Issues raised for consideration as part of the draft Master Plan include: protecting the natural
beauty/environment of the Garden and Domain, preserving heritage and identity, ensuring the scientific
and educational role of the Garden is maintained, ensuring there are areas where peace and quiet are
maintained, and providing improved access for pedestrians and cyclists.
As there was no specific question relating to the potential expansion of the Art Gallery NSW,
respondents used the ‘Do you have any further comments you wish to make?’ section of some
questions to give feedback about this prospect. Some respondents queried whether an expansion was
necessary at all. Others were satisfied with the need to expand, but had concerns about the proposed
location/direction of the expansion. Several alternative locations for the expansion were suggested,
including in a south or east direction from the existing Art Gallery, the Domain car park site or even a
new site in Western Sydney. Some respondents were concerned the Art Gallery plans were not
considered in the draft Master Plan and suggested the two should be integrated. One respondent
acknowledged that the Art Gallery is a key point of reference for directions within the Garden and
Domain and several made comments about improving connections near the Art Gallery – including
building a cycle track nearby, ensuring unhindered public access between the Domain and the Art
Gallery, and comments about traffic and loading zones near the Art Gallery. A few respondents also
considered the Art Gallery to be a place to get refreshments and use amenities, arguing that additional
facilities within the Garden are not needed.
Cross tabulation of survey results suggests that there is a relationship between the level of
excitement/support respondents expressed for the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain proposals and
whether or not they had viewed the Master Plan animation. While this is not a causal relationship, it
may mean that: the animation helped respondents to envisage the Master Plan proposals; that people
who were more supportive of the proposals viewed the animation; or a combination of these factors.

Analysis of survey responses

Cross tabulations show that there was a significant difference between those who had viewed the
Master Plan animation and those who had not. Respondents who had viewed the animation were
more likely to be excited about or satisfied with the Master Plan (41 per cent, 177) than those who had
not viewed the animation (25 per cent, 24).
It should be noted that there were no other significant differences in results when analysed by other
variables of interest (including age, Friend/volunteer status, completion of the 2013 survey, visitation of
website/exhibition, and frequency of visitation to the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain). Only

significant differences are discussed in this report.

A coding framework was developed to assist with coding of responses to open ended survey questions.
The survey tool and related coding framework are available at Appendix A.
The results of the online survey are presented below.
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Question 10a

Question 10b

The top three Master Plan proposals identified as making the biggest improvements to the Royal
Botanic Garden were: pathways and wayfinding; the new science and education facility; and the
landscape and botanical framework. Further proposals identified as the biggest improvements to the
Garden are shown in the graph below. More than half of respondents (54.2 per cent) made additional
comments on this question, which are summarised in the graph for question 10b.

Comments on the proposals for the Royal Botanic Garden were numerous and diverse. It should
be noted that many responses to this open-ended question expressed concerns rather than
commentary on the biggest improvements – including concerns about proposals associated with the
Domain, rather than the Garden.
Concerns expressed by respondents focused on: loss of public open space/perceived commercialisation
of the Royal Botanic Garden; issues beyond the scope of the Master Plan; perceptions that the draft
Master Plan would not improve respondents’ experience of the Garden; loss of peace and quiet; specific
proposals including the QEII gate and Mrs Macquaries Chair proposals.
Supportive comments focused on: how the Master Plan will support users’ experience of the Royal
Botanic Garden; and support for specific proposals.
Respondents also commented on the importance of: maintaining the scientific/educational role of the
Garden; and respecting/preserving the heritage identity of the Garden.
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Question 11a

Question 11b

The top three Master Plan proposals identified as making the biggest improvements to the Domain
were: extension of the land bridge between the Garden and Domain; the new ferry terminal at
Woolloomooloo; and the new Domain Rail Station. Interestingly, there was also significant support for
the viewing platform and amenities at Mrs Macquaries Point (24.1 per cent) despite a large number of
comments indicating concern about this proposal. Other proposals identified as improvements to the
Domain are shown below. More than half of respondents (50.3 per cent) made additional comments on
this question, which are summarised in the graph for question 11b.

Comments on the Domain proposals were numerous. It should be noted that many responses to this
open-ended question expressed concerns rather than commentary on the biggest improvements –
including concerns about proposals associated with the Garden, rather than the Domain.
Concerns expressed by respondents focused on: specific proposals including the permanent soundshell
and Domain Hotel; loss of public open space; issues beyond the scope of the Master Plan; and
perceptions that the draft Master Plan would not improve respondents’ experience of the Domain.
Supportive comments focused on benefits for users of the Domain as well as some of the specific
proposals.
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Question 12a

Question 12b

Approximately 42 per cent of respondents were satisfied that the draft Master Plan shows a
commitment to nurturing the scientific role of the Garden. Just under a third were not satisfied,
and another 27 per cent were unsure.
Cross tabulations show that respondents who had viewed the animation were considerably more
likely to be very satisfied/satisfied that the draft Master Plan shows a commitment to nurturing the
scientific role of the Garden (61 per cent, 207) than those who had not viewed the animation (39 per
cent, 29).
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In comments, many respondents expressed concern that the scientific role of the Garden would be
compromised by a focus on commercial activities under the draft Master Plan. Some participants
commented that the scientific role of the Garden requires greater emphasis in the Master Plan. A small
proportion believed the scientific role was supported by the draft Master Plan.

Question 13a

Question 13b

Approximately 40 per cent of respondents were satisfied that the draft Master Plan preserves the past
and sets a plan for the future of the Botanic Garden and Domain. Another 43 per cent were not
satisfied, and 18 per cent were unsure.
Cross tabulations show that respondents who had viewed the animation were considerably more
likely to be very satisfied/satisfied that the draft Master Plan preserves the past and sets a plan for the
future of the Botanic Garden and the Domain (52.1 per cent, 199) than those who had not viewed the
animation (27.3 per cent, 21).

Many respondents expressed concern about loss of public open space, proposed “hard” structures and
other aspects of the draft Master Plan. Concerns were expressed in relation to specific proposals
including the Domain Hotel, Mrs Macquarie’s chair proposal, permanent soundshell and QEII Gate
Garden proposal.
Key issues for consideration as part of the Master Plan were preservation of the culture and heritage of
the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain, and protection of the natural environment. Some comments
were supportive of aspects of the Master Plan.
The key themes raised in participant feedback are shown in the graph above.
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Question 14a

Question 14b

Approximately 40 per cent of respondents were satisfied that the draft Master Plan contributes to the
future of Sydney as a leading global city. Another 41 per cent were not satisfied, and 19 per cent were
unsure.
Cross tabulations show that respondents who had viewed the animation were more likely to be
very satisfied/satisfied that the draft Master Plan contributes to the future of Sydney as a leading global
city (52.4 per cent, 193) than those who had not viewed the animation (32.9 per cent, 27).
In comments on the contribution to Sydney’s future as a leading global city, many respondents
expressed the view that the Master Plan will not have a positive impact – through a mix of general
comments and comments focusing on specific aspects of the Master Plan. Just under five per cent of
respondents made comments about the positive impact of the Master Plan. Numerous respondents
commented that they do not see the relevance of the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain to Sydney’s
future as a leading global city.
Other comments identified issues for consideration as part of the Master Plan. These focused on:
protecting the natural beauty/environment of the Garden and Domain, preserving heritage and identity,
ensuring its scientific and educational role is maintained, ensuring peace and quiet are maintained (eg
“as a sanctuary”) and providing improved access for pedestrians and cyclists as part of the Master Plan.

It should be noted that access and infrastructure for cyclists was also raised by some participants in
response to previous open-ended questions – with these comments included in the category ‘Comments
beyond the scope of the Master Plan’.
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2.2

Public submissions

Overview
In addition to feedback obtained through the online survey, more than 100 submissions were received
by the Trust – via letter, email and telephone calls. This includes:
» 31 submissions from key stakeholders (20 from organisations and 11 from individuals)
» 82 submissions from other individuals.
Overall, submissions from organisations were more positive about the Master Plan than those from
individual respondents. Most supported the Master Plan or the concept of a Master Plan for the Garden
and Domain in principle. However, all had reservations about certain proposals and made suggestions
about possible improvements. Around five submissions from organisations were positive overall, two
negative and four neutral or mixed. The submissions from individuals were more mixed, with about four
not supporting the Master Plan, two supporting it with some concerns, one neutral submission and one
mixed. A summary of the key issues raised in these submissions is provided in the table below. For
detailed analysis of the submissions provided by organisations, see Appendix B.

Royal Botanic Garden and Domain Master Plan Elton Consulting
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Analysis of submissions from key stakeholders (organisations)
Table 1

Key stakeholder submissions – values and key issues raised by organisations

This table summarises the key issues and values from the 20 organisations’ submissions. Values are the elements of the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain.
Submission A

Submission B

Submission C

Submission D

Submission E

Submission F

» Maintaining and enhancing
biodiversity within the
Garden

» All developments must
respect the cultural and
heritage significance of the
site

» Focus on scientific/education
role, public space,
connections, culture

» Supports enhancement of
parklands, role in research,
conservation and education

» Concern about the survey
questions

» Concerns about consultation
process

» Focus on transport,
particularly pedestrian
access, followed by public
transport, followed by car
access/parking

» Concern about permanent
structures

» Public land should be
protected and enhanced with
passive and quiet enjoyment
uses

» Master Plan is a collection of
specific proposals of little
detail

» Construction of buildings and
infrastructure should not
occur at the expense of
green space
» Increasing public benefit
» Continuing consultation with
(Removed)
» Maintaining and creating
awareness around history
and heritage

» Protect from commercial
development
» Maintain green space
» Scientific and educative role
» Specific recommendation
about the orientation centre,
based on close relationship
with and knowledge of the
Royal Botanic Garden and
Domain
» Access for people with a
disability or restricted
mobility
» Respect the natural
vegetation
» Improve the facilities
(Removed)
» Embrace technology as an
information sharing tool

» Focus on integrating
Garden/Domain with rest of
the city
» Focus on placemaking
» Partner with other agencies
including (Removed)
» Significant to Sydney
» Cultural, not natural
» The Royal Botanic Garden
and Domain important for
scientific research, sport,
horticultural education, play,
recreation, relaxation, public
events

» Needs to focus on adaptive
reuse, maintaining public
space, minimising structures
that will limit future use of
the park
» Landscape architects should
lead the process and/or
conduct a peer review
» Increasing use and not
eroding the civic value

» Protect from too much
development
» Balance passive enjoyment
with events
» Improve access for tourists
and swimmers, while
reducing traffic and impacts
within the Garden

» Focusing on research,
conservation and education
role

» Does not support
commercialisation
» Does not support focus on
interactive experience
(should be passive
recreation)
» Public open space
» Walking route
» Green space for inner city
residents
» Sports and exercise
» Calm character

» Public space serves the
community
» The adaptive capacity of
public open spaces without
encumbrances and limitations
from permanent structures
should be maintained
» The park is relatively small –
do not fray the edges

Submission G

Submission H

Submission I

Submission J

Submission K

Submission L

» Issues closely related with
the (stakeholder)

» Commercial activity is
acceptable if income is
returned to the Trust

» Cycling is important and
should be included in the
Master Plan

» Preserve the Royal Botanic
Garden and Domain

» Transport connections and
infrastructure

» Reduce events

» Minimise impacts on
neighbours

» Work with Transport for NSW

» Connectivity and integration
of open space with the
(stakeholder) is important

» Some development is ok but
should be discreet,
integrated, beneficial to the
Garden
» Everything should be in the
best interests of the Garden
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» Minimal development
» Limit major events

Submission M

Submission N

Submission O

Submission P

Submission Q

Submission R

» Heritage values

» Alienation of precious open
space

» The Royal Botanic Garden
and Domain is significant to
Sydney

» Supportive of many
proposals, with some
qualifications about size,
design, scope etc

» Maintaining views to the
(Stakeholder)

» The Royal Botanic Garden
and Domain is for rest and
relaxation, not entertainment

» Master Plan should be revised
in light of submissions, and
submitted to Heritage Council
with Conservation
Management Plan for review
and endorsement

» Foster botanic, not
commercial interests
» Enhance the landscape

» Respect heritage significance
» Aboriginal heritage values
» Archaeological resources
» Loss of soft landscaping to
hard landscaping
» Concern about World
Heritage buffer zone for
(removed)
» Alienation of history for
commercial gains

» Link horticulture to science
with the appropriate
interpretation to educate
visitors
» Specific recommendations
based on close relationship
with and knowledge of the
Royal Botanic Garden and
Domain

» Involve the (stakeholder)
with design and decisions
» Maintain pedestrian access
» Concern about World
Heritage buffer zone
(removed)

» Against commercialisation
and buildings
» Respect the ‘essence’ of the
Garden and surrounds

Royal Botanic Garden and Domain Master Plan Elton Consulting
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Table 2

Key stakeholder submissions – organisations

This table represents 20 submissions from organisations and their level of support for the overall Master Plan and individual proposals. For the purpose of this report, these submissions have been analysed in the
following way:
Symbol

Positive: submissions that stated support for the Master Plan or were largely positive about most of the proposals

A permanent Sound Shell

Northern Depot/Domain
Depot/Lion Gate Lodge/Victoria
Lodge

Sir John Young Crescent
improvements

A new Domain Botanic
Hotel

A new Domain Rail Station

The creation of the Garden
Plaza

A new gateway element on
Mrs Macquarie’s Road

A new Ferry Terminal at
Woolloomooloo

Sydney Harbour landscape
rejuvenation

Mrs Macquarie’s Point
Viewing Platform

Children’s Garden

Night Garden

Pathways and Wayfinding

Landscape & Botanical
Framework

The Garden Plaza

New Entry Experiences

Themed gardens

Stakeholder

New Science and Education
Facility

Mixed: submissions that were positive about some proposals and negative about others. Some submissions are considered as being both mixed and largely positive or negative.

QEII Gate Garden
Orientation Centre

?

Tidal Sea Pool

Neutral: submissions that did not discuss the merit of the Master Plan or proposals, but provided some related observations or information

Overall support

N

Organisations
1.



2.

?

3.
4.

5.

6.
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An extension of the Land
Bridge

Negative: submissions that stated they did not support the Master Plan or were largely negative about most of the proposals

Shakespeare Place
Gateway renewal




Description

7.



8.

?
?

9.

N

10.

N

11.

N

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

?
N

19.

?

20.

N

?
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?

?

?

?


?



?
?
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?
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?
 

 

?

?
?
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An extension of the Land
Bridge

Shakespeare Place
Gateway renewal

A permanent Sound Shell

Northern Depot/Domain
Depot/Lion Gate Lodge/Victoria
Lodge

Sir John Young Crescent
improvements

A new Domain Botanic
Hotel

A new Domain Rail Station

The creation of the Garden
Plaza

A new gateway element on
Mrs Macquarie’s Road

A new Ferry Terminal at
Woolloomooloo

Sydney Harbour landscape
rejuvenation

Mrs Macquarie’s Point
Viewing Platform

Children’s Garden

Night Garden

Pathways and Wayfinding

Landscape & Botanical
Framework

The Garden Plaza

New Entry Experiences

Themed gardens

New Science and Education
Facility

QEII Gate Garden
Orientation Centre

Tidal Sea Pool

Overall support

Stakeholder

20

A

C

E

F

G

H

I

J

K
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?

State Library basement
expansion

Upgraded sporting facilities

An extension of the Land
Bridge

Shakespeare Place
Gateway renewal

A permanent Sound Shell

Northern Depot/Domain
Depot/Lion Gate Lodge/Victoria
Lodge

Sir John Young Crescent
improvements

A new Domain Botanic
Hotel

A new Domain Rail Station

The creation of the Garden
Plaza

A new gateway element on
Mrs Macquarie’s Road

A new Ferry Terminal at
Woolloomooloo

Sydney Harbour landscape
rejuvenation

Mrs Macquarie’s Point
Viewing Platform

Children’s Garden

Night Garden

Pathways and Wayfinding

Landscape & Botanical
Framework

The Garden Plaza

New Entry Experiences

Themed gardens

New Science and Education
Facility

QEII Gate Garden
Orientation Centre

Table 3

Tidal Sea Pool

Overall support

Stakeholder

Analysis of submissions from key stakeholders (individuals)
Key stakeholder submissions – individuals

This table represents the 11 submissions from key individuals and their level of support for the overall Master Plan and individual proposals.

Individuals








Analysis of submissions from other individuals
In addition to the 31 submissions made by key stakeholders, 82 letters, emails and telephone calls were received from other members of the community.
Broadly, this feedback was similar to the feedback received through the online survey. Commonly raised themes included:
» Strong concern that the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain are being ‘commercialised’ and the focus is on making money rather than quiet enjoyment, science and education – this came through in the
majority of negative submissions
» Many respondents simply want the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain left as it is with no changes at all
» Strong concern about the QEII orientation centre and Mrs Macquarie’s Point viewing platform
» Concern about further built form proposals and their impact on the natural landscape
» Some suggested that existing facilities could be revamped or renovated instead of new ones being built
» Concern about increased entertainment and interactive activities impacting on the passive enjoyment of the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain
» Some thought the current level of events in the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain was appropriate, while others believed there should be fewer or none – no respondents wanted more
» Mixed responses about the Domain Hotel – some expressed concern about ‘commercialisation’ of public space and potential impacts on neighbours; some suggested alternative uses for this space ; and other
respondents were pleased to see the “unsightly” façade of the Domain car park hidden
» Mixed responses about the proposed new train station and ferry stop – with many supporting an increase in public transport; and others concerned about additional buildings, crowds and associated strain on
the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain
» Mixed responses about new paths and wayfinding – some believed more and better paths and signage are required, while others preferred the current situation
» Support for better access for people with a disability or mobility issues
» Some suggestions were outside the scope of the Master Plan, particularly regarding the Cahill Expressway
» Mixed views on the tidal walk, with the balance leaning towards negative
» Opposition to the expansion of the Art Gallery, particularly the location – with suggestions to expand it south or east or to use the Domain car park site instead
» There was not enough detail in the Master Plan for some respondents, and too much for others
» Concern that the Conservation Management Plan and other background reports had not been released
» Some commended the Master Plan for its focus on the scientific, botanic and educative role of the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain, whereas others thought the Master Plan should focus more on these
functions
» Mixed responses about the new science and education facility – with some concern about how it will be used
» Focus on the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain being a much needed green space in the city – providing a “respite” from the built environment and traffic
» Concern about the limitations of the online survey.
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2.3

Lion Gate Lodge drop-in sessions

The Lion Gate Lodge within the Garden was open during the consultation period so members of the community could view the Master Plan information displayed and speak with Royal Botanic Garden and Domain
team members.
A total of 672 people visited the exhibition. Individual comments and queries were not recorded, but overall summaries of each session were captured by the team.
Some participants made comments that were positive overall. However specific positive comments were not recorded.
Some of the main concerns and questions raised by participants included:
» Where funding will come from
» Viewing platform at Mrs Macquarie’s Point
» No more structures within the Garden or Domain
» Trees being removed for new buildings
» Reduction in funding for science
» Domain sound shell proposal
» Financial viability of the Domain Hotel
» How the Garden is differentiated from the Domain in the Act
» What will happen to scientists and volunteers at the Herbarium.
Comments about the consultation process included:
» A physical model would help people visualise the end result
» The fly-through goes too fast and the music is distracting
» The website is ‘clunky’
» iPads used for conducting the survey were too slow
» Query about the length of the consultation period and whether feedback will actually be incorporated.
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3

Media coverage

In order to assess how media commentary about the draft Master Plan may have influenced public feedback, key media moments were mapped against consultation milestones, as shown below.
In tracking the volume of feedback received against the timing of media coverage, there is little or no direct relationship between the timing and content of media coverage and participant feedback on the draft
Master Plan – with one exception.
The launch of the consultation process corresponded with the landing of two media releases: “Secure future for Royal Botanic Garden, Sydney” and “Have your say on the draft Master Plan for the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Sydney and Domain”. The story was covered in The Sun Herald on 6 April, 2014. This date corresponds with the peak date for submissions received (68).
In the week following the uptake of this story, articles focusing on the more contentious issues, including the ‘hotel in garden’ and ‘Keating’s attack’ on the Plan’s dominated metropolitan media. This commentary

was largely expressed around loss of open space and commercialisation of the Garden.
Following the launch, coverage of the story was led by The Sydney Morning Herald. For the first half of April, stories focused on the appropriateness – or not – of “development” within the Garden and Domain,
and arguments about securing a sustainable – or not – future for both sites.
Other print coverage included:
» The Guardian article on April 9 2014, titled “Do Sydney's Royal Botanic Gardens need redeveloping?” The article sought to engage the voices of the industry and academia in the discussion about securing the
future of the site.
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» Commentary from the Australian Financial Review and The Australian
None of these major features had a discernible effect on feedback volume or content.
Matters related to the enduring scientific value of the Garden and recreational needs of major user groups were not apparent in much of the media coverage. The absence of these issues was reflected in
participant feedback on the Master Plan received by the Trust.
Very little of the coverage acknowledged the draft nature of the Master Plan, and that the few conceptual projects reported as being contentious represented only a small component of a comprehensive 20-30
year response to the future of the Royal Botanic Garden and Domain.
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Survey tool and coding framework
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